This upmarket 316 Marine Grade Stainless Steel Removable Bollard is not only made to withstand the harsh salt air, but to help prevent unauthorised access. Made to easily lock in place with a quality 570 lock and two keys per bollard. Easy to unlock and remove from the ground sleeve and comes with a cap to cover the hole. The bollard has a handle that is easy to use and lays flush.

**SPECIFICATION**
- Material: 316 Marine grade Stainless Steel
- Dimensions: 114mm Diameter x 900mmHigh x 3mm wall
- Finish: Linished Stainless Steel with one yellow reflective strip
- Weight: Bollard 10kg, base and cap 7kg
- Locking System: 570 Oval lock with two keys

**FEATURES**
- Quality 316 Marine Grade Stainless
- Easy to use and not heavy to lift
- Heavy duty Oval lock with two keys
- Flush fitting lifting handle
- Comes with cap to cover the hole
- One, Class one yellow reflective strip for high visibility
- Matches and can be used with 114mm SS Retractable bollards

*Installation spec may change job to job depending on level of security*

**TO ORDER:**
D114SSR/900IG/KL316